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with our notation the mach number is such that Step 0 Choose , set j=0 -h ho
J
Step 1 Compute (J)^ by solving (6.4) with = Ç^j
Step 2 Compute (6E?\ , i = 1 , . . . ,N} by (6.6)
Step 3 The method computes a solution that has a shock at the first section of discretization. An other boundary condition must be added. One itération of the method takes 3" on an IBM 370/158 on this example.
A three dimensional nozzle is being tested : the resuit will be shown at the conférence. 20 to 40 itérations are usually sufficient for the algorithm to converge. The results are in good agreement with the tabulated data. Simple and multi-bodies airfoils are also being tested.
For them it is necessary to include the entropy condition ; 80 itérations are usually more than sufficient for the convergence.
CONCLUSIONS
Thus this method seems very promizing. It compares very well with the finite différences method available and it has the advantage of allowing complicate two and three dimensional geometries. This work illustrâtes the fact that optimal control theory is a p^*^ lui tool with unexpected applications sometimes.
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